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Examples of misinformation
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Examples of misinformation
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Factors that influence the spread of misinformation online: 

● How information is constructed and presented

● Personality, values, and emotions of the users

● Characteristics of digital platforms

● Algorithms that power the recommendation of information in those platforms

Misinformation spread
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Our goal

Explore the effect of existing algorithms on the recommendation of false and 
misleading information

Understand which techniques are more prone to spread misinformation, and under which 
circumstances.

How can their internal functioning be modified, or adapted, to counter this behaviour?

USERSYSTEM

PreferencesModel

Interaction

Recommendation
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https://edition.cnn.com/2019/03/22/tech/twitter-algorithm-political-rhetoric/index.html 

Current solutions

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/21/facebook-found-a-better-way-to-fight-fake-news.html 
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https://edition.cnn.com/2019/03/22/tech/twitter-algorithm-political-rhetoric/index.html 

Current “solutions”

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/21/facebook-found-a-better-way-to-fight-fake-news.html 
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Our approach
Problem Dimensions: which dimensions of 
the misinformation problem affect the 
behaviour of RS?

Analysis of Recommendation Algorithms: 
analyse how existing algorithms improve 
or worsen the spread of misinformation

Human-centred Evaluation: modify 
existing evaluation methods and metrics 
(dissonance vs. satisfaction)

Adaptation, Modification and Vigilance: 
adapt existing algorithms and track their 
impact over time (vigilance).

which recommendation algorithms are more 
prone to spread misinformation, and under 

which circumstances? 
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Content: Different forms (newspaper articles, blog posts, social media posts), 
topics (health, elections), formats (text, images, videos), framing (false news, 
rumours, conspiracy theories), origin (news outlets, social contacts, public 
figures), time

Users: Different motivations, personalities, values, emotions and susceptibility 
influence the spread of misinformation

Platform & Network Features: Platforms are designed differently (content 
limitations, sharing permissions) & have different typology and topology of 
network structure.

Others: global events, presence of malicious actors, presence of checked facts

Misinformation: Problem Dimensions

A global problem, 
multiple dimensions 

(human, sociological, technological)

Dimensions that intersect between recommendation and misinformation
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Analysis of Recommendation Algorithms

Which recommendation techniques are more prone to suggest misinformative items to 
users and why?

CF methods neglect any information about the items and their misinformative features. 
They can help us to understand the impact of user-item interactions. 

CB approaches use content and therefore require analysing NL and its inherent subtleties.  

Hybrid methods combine content analysis with user-time interactions. 
Are they therefore more prone to spread misinformation?

User & Item Profiles: Multiple representations can be considered. 
How do these representations influence the spread of misinformation?
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Human-centred Evaluation

Metrics that focus on computing a balanced degree of user satisfaction and discomfort 
(introducing opposing views) may help to combat misperceptions. 
Same information, opposing views ≠ diversity (novel information) 

Datasets: We need users / items & information about their credibility + user-item ratings

- NELA-GT-2018 dataset (713 misinforming articles) → no user profiles / ratings
- COVID-19 Poynter dataset (603 misinforming articles/posts) → no user profiles / ratings
- NewsReel: users, articles and ratings → no information about item credibility 

Measure: how can we evaluate when the task has been successfully addressed?
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Adaptation, Modification, and Vigilance

Social Science and Psychology 
studies: simply presenting people 
with corrective information is 
likely to fail in changing their 
salient beliefs. 

- Providing an explanation 
rather than a simple refute

- Exposing users to related 
but disconfirming stories

- Revealing similarities with 
the opposing groups

Adaptation/Modification: the adaptation of existing algorithms 
to counter the misinformation recommendation problem should 
build on existing social science and psychology theory.

- Profile users to better capture motivations
- RS that introduce small degrees of opposing views
- RS focus on similarity and dissimilarity
- Explanations 

Vigilance:

- Dynamics of misinformation captured over time
- Algorithms are adapted
- Proposed adaptations do not back-fire (ethics!)
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Recommender systems are often accused of feeding and reinforcing the interaction cycle

BUT, they could be part of the solution, if we understand:

● How misinformation is spread
● How such mechanisms are reinforced

○ And to what extent, depending on the technique
● How we can adapt the algorithms to counter these effects

Our hypothesis: build on social science and psychology theories

Discussion
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Current plan
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Starting with a COVID-related Poynter dataset
It contains news items classified as reliable or not

We are collecting Twitter user profiles
Challenge 1: how many users can we collect for each news item? (cold items)
Challenge 2: how many items do user profiles actually contain? (cold users)
Challenge 3: what is a realistic ratio between misinformation/normal items?

Question: are there datasets with this information combined?

Next step: run and evaluate CF recommenders
Next challenges???
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